Abstract. Given a Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition of an implicit algebraic curve, visualizing distinct curve arcs is not as easy as it stands because, despite the absence of singularities in the interior, the arcs can pass arbitrary close to each other. We present an algorithm to visualize distinct connected arcs of an algebraic curve efficiently and precise (at a given resolution), irrespective of how close to each other they actually pass. Our hybrid method inherits the ideas of subdivision and curve-tracking methods. With an adaptive mixed-precision model we can render the majority of algebraic curves using floating-point arithmetic without sacrificing the exactness of the final result. The correctness and applicability of our algorithm is borne out by the success of our webdemo 1 presented in [10] .
Introduction
In spite of the fact that the problem of rasterizing implicit algebraic curves has been in research for years, the interest in it never comes to an end. This is no surprise because algebraic curves have found many applications in Geometric Modeling and Computer Graphics. Interestingly enough, the task of rasterizing separate curve arcs, 2 which, for instance, are useful to represent "curved" polygons, has not been addressed explicitly upon yet. That is why, we first give an overview of existing methods to rasterize complete curves. For an algebraic curve C = {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : f (x, y) = 0}, where f ∈ Q[x, y], algorithms to compute a curve approximation in a rectangular domain D ∈ R 2 can be split in three classes.
1 http://exacus.mpi-inf.mpg.de 2 A curve arc can informally be defined as a connected component of an algebraic curve which has no singular points in the interior; see Section 2. (a) even with an exact solution of f = 0 ∧ fy = 0, the attempt to cover a curve arc by a set of xy-regular domains using subdivision results in a vast amount of small boxes; (b) our method stops subdivision as soon as the direction of motion along the curve is uniquely determined; (c) exact root isolation at fixed positions (pixel boundary) can easily overlook high-curvature points of the curve Space covering. These are numerical methods which rely on interval analysis to effectively discard the parts of the domain not cut by the curve and recursively subdivide those that might be cut. Algorithms [8, 17] guarantee the geometric correctness of the output, however they typically fail for singular curves.
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More recent works [1, 4] subdivide the initial domain in a set of xy-regular subdomains where the topology is known and a set of "insulating" boxes of size ≤ ε enclosing possible singularities. Yet, both algorithms have to reach the root separation bounds to guarantee the correctness of the output. Altogether, these methods alone cannot be used to plot distinct curve arcs because no continuity information is involved.
Continuation methods are efficient because only points surrounding a curve arc are to be considered. They typically find one or more seed points on a curve, and then follow the curve through adjacent pixels/plotting cells. Some algorithms consider a small pixel neighbourhood and obtain the next pixel based on sign evaluations [5, 20] . Other approaches [15, 16, 18] use Newton-like iterations to compute the point along the curve. Continuation methods commonly break down at singularities or can identify only particular ones.
Symbolic methods use projection techniques to capture topological eventstangents and singularities -along a sweep line. This is done by computing SturmHabicht sequences [7, 19] or Gröbner bases [6] . There is a common opinion that knowing exact topology obviates the problem of curve rasterization. We disagree because symbolic methods disrespect the size of the domain D due to their "symbolic" nature. The curve arcs can be "tightly packed" in D making the whole rasterization inefficient; see Figure 2 (a). Using root isolation to lift the curve points in a number of fixed positions also does not necessarily give a correct approximation because, unless x-steps are adaptive, high-curvature points might be overlooked, thereby violating the Hausdorff distance constraint; see Figure 2 
(c).
Given a Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD) of C, for each distinct curve arc we output a sequence of pixels which can be converted to a polyline approximating this arc within a fixed Hausdorff distance.
The novelty of our approach is that it is hybrid but, unlike [18] , the roles of subdivision and curve-tracking are interchanged -curve arcs are traced in the original domain while subdivision is employed in tough cases. Also, note that, the requirement of a complete CAD in most cases can be relaxed; see Section 3.5. We start with a "seed point" on a curve arc and trace it in two opposite directions. In each step we examine 8 neighbours of a current pixel and choose the one crossed by the arc. In case of a tie, the pixel is subdivided recursively into 4 parts. Local subdivision stops as soon as a certain threshold is reached and all curve arcs appear to leave the pixel in one unique direction. From this point on, the arcs are traced collectively until one of them goes apart. When this happens, we pick out the right arc using the root isolation [13] ; see Figure 2 (b).
According to our experiences, we can trace the majority of curves without resorting to exact computations even if root separation bounds are very tight. To handle exceptional cases, we switch to more accurate interval methods or increase the arithmetic precision.
Preliminaries
Arcs of algebraic curves. For an algebraic curve
Accordingly, regular points are those that are not singular.
We define a curve arc as a single connected component of an algebraic curve which has no singular points in the interior bounded by two not necessarily regular end-points. Additionally, an x-monotone curve arc is a curve arc that has no x-critical points in the interior.
Interval analysis. We consider only advanced interval analysis (IA) techniques here; please refer to [12] for a concise overview. The First Affine Form (AF1) [14] is defined as:
, where x i are real coefficients fixed and ε i ∈ [−1, 1] represent unknowns. The term x n+1ε stands for a cumulative error due to approximations after performing non-affine operations, for instance, multiplication. Owing to this feature, the number of terms in AF1, unlike for a classical affine form, does not grow after non-affine operations. Conversion between an interval [x, x] and an affine formx proceeds as follows:
here k is an index of a new symbolic variable (after each conversion k gets incremented). Arithmetic operations on AF1 are realized as follows:
The Quadratic Form (QF) is an extension of AF1 that adds two new symbolic variables ε + ∈ [0, 1] and ε − ∈ [−1, 0] to attenuate the error when an affine form is raised to even power, and a set of square symbolic variables ε 2 i to capture quadratic errors:
where
For reasons of space we refer to [14] for arithmetic operations on QF.
Another method is the so-called Modified Affine Arithmetic (MAA) [11] . It is more precise than AF1 and QF. We consider the 1D case here as the only relevant to our algorithm. To evaluate a polynomial
F ] is obtained as follows:
The efficient technique to further shrink the interval bounds is by exploiting the derivative information [12] . In order to evaluate a polynomial f (x) on X = [x, x], we first evaluate its derivative f on X using the same interval method. If the derivative does not straddle 0, f is strictly monotone over X, hence the exact bounds are obtained as follows:
for f < 0. The same approach can be applied recursively to compute the bounds for f , f , etc. Typically, the number of recursive derivatives in use is fixed by a threshold chosen empirically. We rely on all three aforementioned interval methods in our implementation. The AF1 is a default method while QF and MAA are used in tough cases; see Section 3.5.
Algorithm

Overview
We begin with a high-level overview of the algorithm which is a further development of [9] . After a long-term practical experience we have applied a number of optimizations aimed to improve the performance and numerical stability of the algorithm. In its core the algorithm has an 8-way stepping scheme introduced in [5] ; see Figure 3 (a). As the evidence of the correctness of our approach we use the notion of a witness (sub-)pixel. A "witness" (sub-)pixel is a box whose boundaries intersect only twice with an arc to be plotted and do not intersect with any other arc. We implicitly assign a witness (sub-)pixel to each pixel in the curve trace. Then, if we connect the witness (sub-)pixels from one end-point to another by imaginary lines, we obtain a piecewise linear approximation of a curve arc within a fixed Hausdorff distance; see Figure 3 (b).
Given a set of x-monotone curve arcs, we process each arc independently. The algorithm picks up a "seed point" on an arc and covers it by a witness (sub-)pixel such that the curve arc leaves it in to different directions. We trace the arc in two directions from the seed point until the end-points. In each step we examine an 8-pixel neighbourhood of a current pixel; see Figure 3 (a). If its boundaries are crossed only twice by the arc, we say that the neighbourhood test succeeds (see Section 3.2). In this case, we step to the next pixel using the direction returned by the test. Otherwise, there are two possibilities: 1. the current pixel is itself a witness (sub-)pixel: we subdivide it recursively into 4 even parts until the test succeeds for one of its sub-pixels or we reach the maximal subdivision depth. 2. the current pixel has an assigned witness (sub-)pixel: we proceed with tracing from this witness (sub-)pixel. In both situations tracing at a sub-pixel level is continued until the pixel boundary is met and we step to the next pixel. The last sub-pixel we encounter becomes a witness of a newly found pixel. Details on the subdivision are given in Section 3.4 in terms of algorithm's pseudocode.
Suppose we start with a witness (sub-)pixel marked by α 1 in Figure 3 (c), its 8-pixel surrounding box is depicted with dashed lines. The pixel it belongs to, namely α, is added to the curve trace. Assume we choose the direction 1 from α 1 and proceed to the next sub-pixel α 2 . The test fails for α 2 . Thus, we subdivide it into 4 pieces, one of them (α 21 ) intersecting the arc is taken.
2 We resume tracing from α 21 , its neighbourhood test succeeds and we find the next 1 In this situation the algorithm restarts with increased precision; see Section 3.5. We define a subdivision depth k as the number of pixel subdivisions, that is, a pixel consists of 4 k depth-k sub-pixels. 2 To choose such a sub-pixel we evaluate a polynomial at the corners of α2 since we know that there is only one curve arc going through it. "witness" (sub-)pixel (γ 1 ), its corresponding pixel (γ) is added to the curve trace. The process terminates by reaching one of the arc's end-points. Then, we trace towards another end-point from a saved sub-pixel β 1 .
In Section 3.3 we present a technique to stop the local subdivision earlier even if the number of arcs in the pixel neighourhood is not one. Finally, in Section 3.5 we discuss the numerical accuracy issues of the algorithm and the termination criteria.
Counting the number of curve arcs
In this section we discuss the neighbourhood test. Due to x-monotony constraint, there can be no closed curve components inside a box enclosing an 8-pixel neighbourhood. Hence, the boundary intersection test suffices to ensure that only one curve arc passes through this box. We rely on the following consequence of Rolle's theorem: First, we sketch the basic version of the neighbourhood test, and then refine it according to some heuristic observations. The test succeeds if the procedure check segment given below returns "one root" for exactly 2 out of 9 sub-segments AB, BC, . . . , LA, and "no roots" for the remaining ones; see Figure 3 (a) . The test fails for all other combinations, resulting in pixel subdivision.
and test for 0 inclusion 3:
return "no roots" interval does not include 0 ⇒ no roots 4:
if sign(f(a)) = sign(f(b)) then test for a sign change at end-points 5:
return "uncertain" no sign change ⇒ even number of roots 6:
return "one root" f does not straddle 0 ⇒ one root 9:
Split [a, b] in 2 halves, let [x, y] + be the one at which f(x) has no sign change 10:
return "uncertain" f straddles 0 ⇒ nothing can be said for sure The search space can be reduced because we know the direction of an incoming branch. In Figure 4 (a) , the algorithm steps to the shaded pixel in a direction "1" relative to the previous pixel. Hence, a curve must cross a part of its boundary marked with thick lines. The curve can leave its neighbourhood along a part of the boundary indicated by solid lines. Configurations shown by dash-dotted curves are impossible due to x-monotonicity. In Figure 4 (b) we enter the shaded pixel in direction "2", dash-dotted curves are again prohibited since, otherwise, the 8-pixel neighbourhood of a previous pixel (the one we came from) would be crossed more than twice by the curve resulting in a subdivision. Figure 4 (c) lists parts of the boundary being checked for all possible incoming directions. Thus, the neighbourhood test succeeds if check segment returns "one root" for exactly one of the "enabled" sub-segments respecting the incoming direction (and "no roots" for the remaining enabled ones).
In Figure 4 (d) the arc passes exactly between two pixels. In this situation we are free to choose any out of two "hit" directions, that is, 1 or 2 in the figure. We use additional exact zero testing to detect this. A grid perturbation technique presented in the next section makes this situation almost improbable.
Identifying and tracing closely located arcs, grid perturbation
To deal with tightly packed curve arcs, we modified the neighbourhood test in a way that we allow a pixel to pass this test once a new direction can uniquely be determined even if the number of arcs over a sub-segment on the boundary is more than one. We will refer to this as tracing in coincide mode. In other words, the test reports the coincide mode if check segment returns "uncertain" for one sub-segment and "no roots" for all the rest being checked (as before, the test fails for all other combinations leading to subdivision). From this point on, the arcs are traced collectively until one of them goes apart. At this position we exit the coincide mode by picking up the right arc using root isolation (see Figure 5)(a, b) , and resume tracing with subdivision. The same applies to seed points -it is desireable to start already in coincide mode if the arcs at this position are too close. Typically, we enable the coincide mode by reaching a certain subdivision depth which is an evidence for tightly packed curve arcs (depth 5 works well).
Observe that, we need to know the direction of motion (left or right) to be able to isolate roots on exiting the coincide mode. Yet, it is absolutely unclear if we step in a vertical direction only. Then, we compute the direction using the tangent vector (t x , t y ) = (∂f /∂x, ∂f /∂y) evaluated at the "seed" point.
In Figure 5 (c) the arcs are separated by the pixel grid thereby prohibiting the coincide mode: for example, the curve f (x, y) = y 2 − 10 −12 (two horizontal lines) when the grid origin is at (0, 0). A simple remedy against this is to shift the grid origin by an arbitrary fraction of a pixel (grid pertrubation) from its initial position before the algorithm starts. Remark that, the coincide mode violates our definition of a witness (sub-)pixel. Nevertheless, the approximation is correct because an arc is guaranteed to lie within an 8-pixel neighbourhood even though this neighbourhood does not necessarily contain a single arc.
Pseudocode
We present the algorithm's pseudocode in terms of a procedure step computing the next pixel in a curve trace. The step gets the current pixel, its witness (sub-)pixel and a direction as parameters, and returns the next pixel, its witness and a new direction relative to the previous pixel. It is applied until tracing reaches one of the end-points, for the sake of simplicity, this test is not shown in the pseudocode. The neighbourhood test is performed by the test pix, it returns a new direction in case the test succeeds (and optionally sets a global flag coincide mode if tracing can be continued in "coincide mode") and returns −1 otherwise. The step pix advances the pixel coordinates with respect to a given direction. return {p, p, new d} a pixel, its witness sub-pixel and a new direction 6:
if coincide mode then curve branches go apart ⇒ need new seed point 7:
coincide mode = false we stop tracing "coincide" branches 8:
{p, new d} ← get seed point(pix, d) get a new seed point and a direction 9:
return {get pixel(p), p, new d} a pixel, its witness and a new direction 10:
if witness = pix then witness sub-pixel is a pixel itself ⇒ perform subdivision 11:
else otherwise continue tracing from the witness sub-pixel 13:
{p: Pixel, new d} ← {witness, d} 14:
while get pixel(p) = pix do iterate until we step over the pixel's boundary 15: new 
Addressing accuracy problems and relaxing CAD assumption
Numerical instability is a formidable problem in geometric algorithms because, on one hand, using exact arithmetic is unacceptable in all cases while, on the other hand, an algorithm must handle all degeneracies adequately if one strives for an exact approach. To deal with this, we use a mixed-precision method, that is, high precision computations are applied only when necessary. The following situations indicate the lack of numerical accuracy:
-reached the maximal subdivision depth (typically 12). This prevents the algorithm from being "stuck" at one pixel when the subdivision depth is too high. In this case it is reasonable to restart with increased precision; -subpixel size is too small, that is, beyond the accuracy of a number type; -no subpixel intersecting a curve arc has been found during subdivision. This indicates that the polynomial evaluation is not trustful anymore.
When any of this occurs, we restart the algorithm using a more elaborate IA method (QF and then MAA; see Section 2). If this does not work either, the arithmetic precision is increased according to a three-level model given below. Level 0: all operations are carried out in double-precision floating-point. Polynomial coefficients are divided by the median scalar factor and converted to intervals of doubles. If the evaluation with such a polynomial results in an interval including zero, then the quantity is reevaluated using exact rational arithmetic.
Level 1: all operations are performed in bigfloat arithmetic. Accordingly, polynomial coefficients are converted to bigfloats. As before, a quantity is reevaluated with rational arithmetic if the evaluation with bigfloats is not trustful.
Level 2: exact rational arithmetic is used throughout all computations. At this level arbitrary subdivision depths are allowed and no constraints are imposed on a sub-pixel size.
x−isolating interval
Recalling the introduction, unless we deal with isolated singularities, our algorithm can proceed having only x-coordinates of x-critical points of C (resultant of f and f y ). Hence, an expensive lifting phase of a symbolic CAD algorithm can be avoided. However, since y-coordinates of end-points are not explicitly given, we mul fxy 24 (degree 24) bundle 26 (degree 26) sil 18 (degree 18) dgn 7 (degree 7) Fig. 6 . First two rows: curves rendered using our method with zooming at singularities; 3rd row: plots produced in Axel; 4th row: plots produced in Maple. Curve degrees are given w.r.t. y-variable.
exploit the x-monotony to decide where to stop the arc tracing. Namely, the tracing terminates as soon as it reaches a (sub-)pixel containing an x-isolating interval of an end-point, and there exists such a box inside this (sub-)pixel that the curve crosses its vertical boundaries only. This last condition is necessary to prevent a premature stopping alarm for arcs with a decent slope; see Figure to the right.
Results and conclusion
Our algorithm was implemented in the Cgal (Computational Geometry Algorithms Library, www.cgal.org) as part of Curved kernel via analysis 2 package [2] . The Cgal's development follows a generic programming paradigm. This enabled us to parameterize our algorithm by a number type to be able to increase the arithmetic precision without altering the implementation. We tested our algorithm on 2.2 GHz Intel Core2 Duo processor with 4 MB L2 cache and 2 GB RAM under 32-bit Linux platform. Multi-precision number types were provided by Core with Gmp 4.3.1 support.
1 The CAD of an algebraic curve was computed using [7] . We compared our visualization with the ones provided by Axel and Maple 13 software. 1 Axel implements the algorithm given in [1] . Due to the lack of implementation of the exact approach, we compared with a subdivision method. We varied the accuracy parameter ε from 5 · 10 −5 to 10 −8 depending on the curve. The "feature size" (asr) was set to 10 −2 . In Maple we used implicitplot method with numpoints = 10 5 . Figure 6 depicts the curves 2 plotted with our method, Axel and Maple respectively. Notice the visual artifacts nearby singularities. Moreover, in contrast to our approach, the algorithms from Axel and Maple cannot visualize the arcs selectively. Table 1 summarizes the running times. Rendering the curve dgn 7 in Axel took more than 15 mins and was aborted, this clearly shows the advantages of using the coincide mode. Figure 7 depicts an intersection of a Dupin Cyclide with 10 algebraic surfaces of degree 3 computed using [3] . Resulting arrangement of degree 6 algebraic curves was rendered in tiles with varying resolutions and mapped onto the Dupin Cyclide using rational parameterization. Visualization took 41 seconds on our machine.
To conclude, we have identified, that the interplay of a symbolic precomputation and a numerical algorithm delivers the best performance in practice, because, once the exact solution of f = 0 ∧ f y = 0 is computed, rendering proceeds fast for any resolution. In contrast, the subdivision methods have to recompute the topological events for every new domain D due to the lack of "global" information. Moreover, they can often report a wrong topology if ε is not chosen small enough. Also, as mentioned in Section 3.5, the amount of symbolic computations required by our algorithm can be reduced substantially. Yet, the current implementation is still based on a complete CAD, thus we have not been able to evaluate this in practice which is an object of future research.
